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framework for vegetated assemblies

Reasoning behind the framework
The idea for this framework came out of the results of a class I took a few years ago.
This general professional practice course had a group project component that asked us
to make a firm based on a specialized idea for presentation to people who were both in
design and not in design. Our group, as many of the groups had difficulty conveying our
ideas to others, let alone finding a unique idea to center our work around.
This then combined with a part of a class that was communicating science. While I am
not in a strictly science field, the concept of being able to communicate our ideas that we
come up with is important. Could I visually represent my cognitive process to others?
From this experience, I wanted to ease the transition between learning, teaching, and doing. This next story lies on the more positive side. I once was in a meeting with an advisor
a few years later and talked to him about this experience and he mentioned being a node
for information exchange rather than a repository. As I hope to become a professor, it is
important to be an expert, but not be so narrow that you cannot point students in the right
direction. “But what happens if the professor is not around to help the student, maybe it
is after-hours?” We thought about it and realized that providing a visual representation of
your thought processes would be helpful as a decision support system. This became the
idea for the framework and for a method to combine ideas in design teams.
It is the reciprocal nature of being able to expose designers to how to integrate ideas
with other experts outside of their fields and to expose others to the unique learning and
working environment that is studio that makes the book intriguing. That often textbooks or
references are difficult to sometimes see why information or techniques are useful in “my
future” and are sometimes not even read.
I wanted to write the framework to share an experience and how our experiences can
and could be translated for others and that thought processes can be conveyed visually
and working with other experts can be rewarding. It is a framework that you can plug your
ideas into and then argument into your own.
This is the resulting framework to help you combine ideas or to design specifically with
vegetated assemblies and color theory if you choose not to augment it.
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Decision Factor

Start

Choose hues that
will be compared
within plants

Hue Selection Criteria
Hue
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

of a color is how you, as the

designer see it.

People will identify
color slightly differently, but the
main hue will often be the same.
Laws

of nature, such as light and

color will always exist, but an organ such as the eye must be present

Framework

to manifest the physical condition.

and

Analysis

No Plant

End

The

eye does not cause light and

color to occur, but allows it to appear to us.

It is vitally important not to reduce
vision, color, or representation to
simply a picture.

Relations to color theory
Consider the classification of color:
primary, secondary and tertiary
and how this can create schemes in the design

Therefore,

when constructing and

designing vegetated assemblies, it is
not only important to consider the
edge as a design intervention, but

Show the Hues in your work
Implement effects of colors in the design: the ability for color
to create space and contrast with a background and how to
create a composition

also from the eye’s need to differentiate space.

The

edge of the assembly not only

can define the space, but also the
character of the internal field of
vegetation and its color.

Research the hues of each plant:

Season changes will affect the colors of the plants,
thus allowing for diversity in decision making process

Species

of the plant will determine

the hues that are available.

this can also change during the

year depending on fruit, leaves,

Hues in relation
to plants and
wall types

List of Considerations

flowers.

Thus, our plants (pigments), our assembly (medium), our space (paper),
and our design (methods) must be in
relation to each other and thought

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

of in a cohesive whole.

Consider Reviewing:
Albers, Goethe, Luis Barragan,
and Newton
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Decision Factor

Start

Color mixing and
color
combinations

Color Combination Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

There

should be a dynamic view of

minds.

We

the space, not a static view in our

can mix color through

light or pigment

The

space that we design changes

over the years, with the seasons,
the weather, the number of people

Framework

present,

and

Analysis

No Plant

the

lighting

conditions,

the form of the space itself, and

End

much more.

When

simulating a space, the pro-

duction of the representation and
color balancing play a critical role

Tenets of color mixing

in the final result.

You

simply can-

not mix plants by color the same

Color balancing and understanding representation in
graphical software are core considerations for color
mixing

way a printer makes colors.

There

are differences between the

three dimensional world of the built
environment and the two-dimension-

Be inspired by the nature around you and in the design based
on the location of the project. Consider the categories of
colors: adjacent, opposite, split complements, triads, naturally
inspired sets (in nature)

al world of graphic representation
which make them not directly translatable.

These

six color harmonies can be

summarized as the harmonies of ad-

Representation of color in a graphic does not neces-

sarily translate well into the three dimensional design.

There is a difference between Hand-Drawn and Digital.

jacent colors, of opposite colors,
of split compliments, of triads, of a
dominant tint.

Birren

also explains that the eye

looks for simple and clear divisions
of color.

Choose color
mixing and
combinations

List of Considerations

Perhaps this can be found

in the ingrained human eye’s tendency to focus on edges and color divisions.

Compositions

that

are

vague

or

blurred are disturbing, and the mind

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

desires order and neatness.

Color Mixing Authors to consider:
Johannes Itten, Wassily Kandisky,
Faber Birren, Chevreul, Arnheim
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Decision Factor

Start

Saturation in
relation to color
theory

Saturation Criteria
Remember
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

that any hues can make

a composition, but that the com-

plementary sets often can begin to
create harmony.

Saturation

can also be considered

the intensity of a hue when used in a
composition.

Framework
and

Analysis

No Plant

This purity of color is important to
End

the overall composition of an image
or representation.

if the saturation of an image is not
even, then the image will appear

Topics on Saturation

washed out or incomplete.

This

can

occur in the opposite direction if an
a composition must be appear to be balanced for satu-

ration in the design of these walls.

Saturation achieves

different effects like balance and harmony

Representation is not a picture
Graphical representation of saturation does not necessarily
translate directly to an actual vegetated wall however, often
representation is not a direct parallel to reality

image is over-saturated.

Therefore an image can achieve balance or harmony though even saturation.
If there are a great number of hues
and the composition appears to be
in balance it is from an even satura-

tion and the color are of the same
hue or family of analogous hues.

saturation is a component of color mixing and color

balancing in conjunction with hue and value.

All three
must be observed to make a composition.

The

characteristics of color re-

viewed in the literature (hue, saturation, and

Value) can be quantified

and scaled, but solely quantifying
color does not relate to an ar-

chitect attempting to represent a

Saturation
chosen by type
and specie(s)

List of Considerations

space in a two or three dimensional
manner.

I

recommend finding color found in

nature as these are often in composition and not over-saturated.

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

Consider these:
Arnheim, Pallasmaa, and the
Theory of Phenomenology
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Decision Factor

Start

Value in relation
to color theory

Value Selection Criteria
Different
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

values are almost always

present in representation. without
them an image will often appear
flat, or appear to have no depth.

images can have incorrect or false

colors, color that we would not
see or represent light not in the

Framework

visible spectrum, or are simply ex-

and

Analysis

changed for colors found in nature

No Plant

End

for example, a brown dog is bright
orange and with the correct depth

of value we would still see the intended image.

Topics on Value

For

Benefit of Value:
Value can create depth in 2-Dimensional representations as opposed to static of flat appearing images.

example with vegetated assem-

blies: all of the plants have differ-

ent values and sizes create depth,
where smaller and darker plants
recede while lighter and larger
plants come to the foreground.

Reading Depth:
Apparent Depth is caused by value and plant structure or
physiology. Therefore, depth is achieved through light and
shadow on the vegetated wall assembly

depending on how you want the wall
to appear, plants can be chosen to:

make a wall visually and literally
have more depth though different
hues and shading patterns through

Using Multiple Species:

Plant diversity along the wall and creates a more
dynamic piece both in hue, saturation and depth

the characteristics of the plants
or appear flat with different expressions of similar criteria but
choosing only one species or a finer
or shallower plant species.

Value
chosen by type
and specie(s)

List of Considerations

Your

eye perceives depth though

the differences or hues and in the
shadow found at the edges of different adjacent plants.

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

Consider looking at:
Patrick Blanc, or the book Facade
Greenery by van Uffelen.
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Decision Factor

Start

Graphics in
Relation to
Color theory
Graphics Selection Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

Lines also relate to the context of
the medium, its range and extent, of
the two-dimensional frame in which
they rest.

Framework
and

Analysis

Taking a step back, a line is the simplest form of divided, or with multiple lines, enclosed space. A line
delineates, and creates an edge.

No Plant

End

If we consider that the eye is invariably attracted to an edge condition,
then lines become critical in design
and color.

Topics on Graphics

In

the

principle

of

interposition

Albers and Klee explored, usfields (Albers) and lines (Klee)

that

Are

ing

Lines:

depths can be created or rejected

thought about in two different ways when drawing
with the hand as opposed to the computer.

based on position.

This

concept of proximity and po-

sition to create or deny space and

Lines:
are the building blocks for creating space and translate into
planes, where edge conditions and color separation may be important to lead the viewer in a certain direction

depth will be critical to understanding color and its resulting
effects.

Here is an example of figure-ground
and how graphics can create depth

Graphics:

lines, color, and graphics show an image to the viewer,
its detail and effect are yours to decide

Graphics
chosen by type
and specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

and space.
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Decision Factor

Start

Choose wall
coverage and
rate of coverage

Species Selection Criteria
USDA Plant hardiness zone
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

Vine or non-Vine
multiple species
evergreen or deciduous
native or non-native

Framework
and

Analysis

aesthetic features

No Plant

End

foliage (spring, summer, fall)
tracery (winter pattern)
flowers
fruit

Three Main Types of Designs
Simplest
an ivy or other plant growing up the side of a building
directly on the surface

intermediate

engineered trellis system with plants rooted in the ground,
climbing up a separate structure. allows more variety and
options

Complex

these include all four elements: growing media, struc-

tural support, integrated irrigation and drainage system

Climbing Mechanism (wall features)
tendrils (not wood of vinyl)
rootlets (not wood or vinyl)
twining (needs matrix for support)
Growth rate
slow (1 ft / year)
Medium (1-2 ft / year)
Fast ( >2 ft / Year)
Cultural Requirements
Light
Full sun
Morning sun, afternoon shade
Morning shade. afternoon sun
Full shade
Soil Aspects
top soil or fill soil

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

soil type (sandy, loam, clay)
affect water retention
soil ph

Moisture

Maintenance
Leaf/flower/fruit litter
prune from windows
irrigation system upkeep
winter prep and repairs
potential pest issues

insect, mite, diseases, birds

framework for vegetated assemblies: native vs non-native factors
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Decision Factor

Start

Native / non-native in relation to
color theory

Native / Non-native Criteria
This
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

scientific focus on species as

a reference is what will be used
for

defining

native

and

non-na-

tive plants for the purpose of the
study.

The spread of nonnative spe-

cies does not stop at a state or national border.

Framework

3 Main Issues:

and

Analysis

native plants are often sold in a

No Plant

End

region,

specific

non-native

while

plants are more widespread. the
framework will focus on plants native to the area and nonnative cultivars.

Topics on Native / Non-Native

the economics involved in growing
natives is more expensive than and

Native:

A species, sub-species, or lower taxon living within its
natural range (past or present), including the area in
which it can reach and occupy using its own legs, wings,
wind/water-borne or other dispersal systems, even if it
is seldom found there.

not

as

established

currently

available.

the industry has a wide variety of
definitions for native plants and the
regulation

Non-native or alien or exotic species is:
“a species, subspecies, or lower taxon introduced outside of its normal past or present distribution; includes
and part, gametes, seeds, eggs, or propagules of such
species that might survive and reproduce.

as

grown cultivars, thus not as widely

that

surrounds

them,

making it difficult to truly know
what a constitutes a native plant.

3 Stages to an invasive plant:
when it is first introduced (transported by humans across a major
geographical barrier), then is naturalized

(overcoming

abiotic

and

biotic barriers to survival and reg-

ular reproduction) and then the

Plant
chosen by type
and specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

plant becomes invasive by moving
to a site distant from the first in-

duction. there are three stages of
invasion: widespread but rare

(IVa),
localized but dominant (IVb) and
widespread and dominant (V)

See These for more information on
Cultivar and native and non-native:
(Norcini, 2007) and the Virginia
Nursery & Landscape Association
Colautti, & MacIsaac, H. (2004).

framework for vegetated assemblies:
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Decision Factor

Start

Climbing Mechanism in relation
to

Species

Climbing Mechanism Criteria
Plants
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

are particular to the site in

which they live.

Each

kind of plant

has a particular niche that allows
them to be most successful.

When

given the correct conditions plants

are fast growing and tenacious, especially vines and crawlers.

Framework

But

and

Analysis

the conditions that we attempt

to mimic and create must match the

No Plant

End

species of plants designers want to
implement.

Each

type of climbing mechanism

must be used to maintain the surviv-

Topics on Climbing Mechanism

ability of the plant and the structure or surface of the building.

Rootlets
These are aggressive and dig into and physically attach
to a surface. They appear as little hairs on a main trunk

designers cannot mix up types of
climbing mechanisms and attachment

structures while not providing water, adequate amount of sunlight
and space.

Holdfasts

these function through chemical adhesion to a surface.

They

do not go into under the surface, but wile the vine might be
removed the holdfast will remain

This

sounds like common sense but

each plant is particular to its spe-

cies’ needs and the conditions given
by the built environment.

Twining
this vine will travel and follow a path by wrapping
around another structure rather than a surface

The

designer needs to look at the

site and habitat diversity and deter-

mine how man interacts with nature,
building in the possibility for flexible designs in the future

Mechanism
chosen by type
and specie(s)

List of Considerations

Designer

should: use the full po-

tential of the site, conserve or develop diversity of habitat; encour-

age a full range of organic life,
encourage the full cycle of growth
from birth to decay, develop bal-

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

ance

self-sustaining

communities,

control the system of management,
create maximum variety of opportu-

nity for man and nature to coexist,
create a coherent landscape structure and design in four dimensions

framework for vegetated assemblies:
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Decision Factor

Start

RHS classifiers
in relation to
color theory

RHS Classification Criteria
a scheme can be abstracted from

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

the plants based on analogous or
complimentary colors, referenced
against the

Royal Horticulture So-

ciety’s manual.

It
Framework

from.

and

Analysis

is up to the designer to choose

what sort of composition to start

No Plant

End

Topics on RHS Classification

For example a plant displays a light
yellow green, middle, lighter green,
and then full green. This would be
an example of analogous color.
If

you took the red from the pet-

als of its flower and then the full

In regards to color documentation for color theory applications, the Royal Horticulture Chart will be used as the
standard reference for plant color identification.

green from its leaves, it is a complementary color composition.

In

reverse, if an abstracted composition is created, plants that have similar color can be selected and then
placed into a system of mosaic.

Analogous Color

The natural color of the plants over the course of the year is
what will be used to begin selecting plant species that can be
used for a composition

By

selecting plants based on posi-

tive characteristics as explained by

the choosing by advantages model,
plants can be paired based on the
best possible outcome, while con-

RHS Chart elsewhere:

This same color chart is used with food colorings,

chemical engineering companies and fabric designers.

sidering all of the criteria, not
those only limited to color theory.

An

example

of

analogous

color

from a brown leaf in watercolor

Hue
chosen by type
and specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations
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Decision Factor

Start

Chosen
Hand-Drawn
From a4
Methods + Selection Criteria
Remember
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

design and representation:

Media Type:
Pencil
Color Pencil
Pen
Charcoal
Pastel
Watercolor
Prisma Markers
Paints

Framework
and

Analysis

No Plant

personal mastery of a

technique is a personal decision in

End

oil

Acrylic

Three Concepts to Hand-Drawing

Paper Type:
Matt
Semi-Gloss
Glossy

Sketching

capture the idea of the image in mind, often this is not a
literal representation of the design

Consider personal draft tools
what is around or available for

Drawing

use

more refined, use of more varied media
often is done after the design is more solidified
used for exploring the thesis of the design

Consider technical expertise of the
professor and other assistants

What can they help you with

Constructed Drawings
use of drafting tool for particular scales and conventions

Use of paper type for presentation is important

Consider type of presentation
distance and detail

Consider the audience
whom and why this design

Iterate design to
come to a chosen
version

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

Useful Literature:
Design Drawing Experiences
By: William K. Lockart
Architectural Representation
Handbook
By: Laseau

framework for vegetated assemblies: hand-drawing examples
Start

Diagrams
Hand-Drawing
Examples

Example Hand-Drawing Examples

Criteria to Consider

a16a

framework for vegetated assemblies: computer-assisted drawing

a17

Decision Factor

Start

Chosen
Computer-assisted
From a4
Methods + Selection Criteria
Remember
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

design and representation:

This

is not an exhaustive list, but

programs
curves.

with

Also

easier

learning

remember to consider

the limitations of each program.

Framework
and

Analysis

personal mastery of a

technique is a personal decision in

No Plant

End

Three Concepts to Computer-Assisted
Drawing
These programs can assist with drawing
Auto-CAD, Sketch-up, Rhino, Revit

2+3 Dimensional Tools
Auto-CAD Architecture
Google Sketch-Up
Rhinoceros
Revit
Adobe Suite Products
Photoshop
Illustrator
Consider personal-computer
what is around or available for
use

Programs have different levels of
rendering capability

Rendering

3D model from a program and presenting it digitally
these programs have plug-ins available for rendering
Auto-CAD, Sketch-up, Rhino, Revit

drawing or

Post-Production
after a rendering is made, sometimes touch-ups are needed
Photoshop, Illustrator

Consider technical expertise of the
professor and other assistants

What can they help you with

Consider

is the program free or

available or costs money

Consider type of presentation
distance and detail

Consider the audience
Iterate design to
come to a chosen
version

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

whom and why this design

Useful Literature:
Design Drawing Experiences
By: William K. Lockart
Architectural Representation
Handbook
By: Laseau

framework for vegetated assemblies: computer assisted examples
Start

a17a

Examples
Student
Examples

Examples of students using computers

The way people interact with
a space is what interests me in
architecture. This amphitheater
proejct is an example of how I
design my structures based on
how people are going to interact with the space.

The stage is the main focal point of my amphitheater. The back of the stage extends up
to form both the covering of the stage and
of part of the seating area. The extension
of the covering of the stage to part of the
seating area forms a connection between
the presenter or performer on stage and
the audience. This way, if the amphitheater
is used by the President to entertain guests,
his guests will not feel insignificant to the
President.

Criteria to Consider

framework for vegetated assemblies: computer assisted programs

a17b

Decision Factor

Start

examples of
computer
programs

Computer Program Criteria
The
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

(software)

are tools that

help designers to design.

Depending
CAD can be a
great resource. However, not all
design should be done on the computer alone.
on the task at hand,

Framework
and

Analysis

computer and installed pro-

grams

No Plant

End

Programs often used: Photoshop,
Rhinoceros, Grasshopper, and
Google Sketch-up.
There are multiple programs as designers and students need options,
as not all are comfortable with all

Topics on Computer Programs

types of software. technology and

software evolve quickly, changing

not better or worse than only designing by hand with a

pencil, but that both computers and analog have different strengths, weaknesses and merits.

with great speed.

These

programs will show possible

ways of representing vegetated and

living walls with the main focus be-

Computer Aided Design (CAD)
is a combination of two things: first that a type of software is
used to design, and the mechanical hardware on which software
operates.

ing in methods used throughout the
whole process of designing such

walls, rather than the specific programs themselves.

The
Experience is key:
It is up to the designer to know when and how to uses
these different methods appropriately

Desired computer
program used if
any

List of Considerations

first program is

shop.

Photoshop

Adobe Photo-

allows designers

to augment and create images as a
post-rendering program.

The second program is Rhinoceros
or Rhino. Rhino allows designers
to work in 3-Dimensional spaces
to create objects. Grasshopper is
the third program or ‘Plug-in’ for
Rhino
Google Sketch-up is the
program. This program is a

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

fourth
simpler

Rhino
3-Dimensional represenprogram. Depending on the

and less costly version of
and is a
tation

version it is even offered for free
to download.

framework for vegetated assemblies: representation

a18

Decision Factor

Start

Chosen
representation

From a4

Methods + Selection Criteria
Remember
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

personal mastery of a

technique is a personal decision in
design and representation:

This

is perhaps the most difficult

area to give a generic answer to
what representation is, especially in
architecture.

Framework
and

Analysis

No Plant

There
End

is simply not a correct or

right answer.

The

design project

combined with your own personal

technical skill will yield your representational style and methods.

Three Main pointers to Representation
Standard Architectural Drawings
The plan, section, elevation, axonometric, and perspective
and the combinations of

Often

there is a spirit of the times

to the method of representation.

Called

a

and

what are you trying to convey to the viewer about you design?
if the drawing does not convey this you cannot talk about what
is not present

it is you choice

rent design norm.

However
The purpose of the drawing

Zeitgeist,

to emulate or deviate from the cur-

while the implementation

resulting

representation

is

unique, techniques and programs
implemented are more standard.

both digital and analog techniques

will help us to represent designs,
however it is the unique design im-

Personal Method

This is critical. Why is the drawing yours and not another’s?
What do you bring to the drawing? what is your process?

plementation that will yield your
representation

(A16, A17)

Consider type of presentation
distance and detail

Iterate design to
come to a chosen
version

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

Consider the audience
whom and why this design

Useful Literature:
Examples from your favorite
architects. Personally,
Glen Murcutt, Frank Lloyd
Wright, Renzo Piano, Shigeru Ban
and Tadao Ando

framework for vegetated assemblies: design prompt criteria

a19

Decision Factor

Start

Chosen
prompt criteria

From a4

Methods + Selection Criteria
Remember
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

personal mastery of a

technique is a personal decision in
design and representation:

A

basic framework to get started

can be seen below.

My

suggestion

is to quickly make and understand

your own design process by infus-

Framework

ing the prompt criteria suggestions

and

Analysis

No Plant

that comprise your personal archi-

End

tecture

Framework

Prompt criteria suggestions

Ideation
Consider the site

look around and see and understand the site.

Define Project

Often there

are qualities to bring forward in the designed response

Ignore the full program at first

do not use a prompt of program as a checklist. instead what is

the typology of the building to be designed (office, auditorium,

Characteristic
Collection
Project
Criteria

school, etc) and type to capture its purpose.

Representation

What is your design thesis?

What are your considerations you always bring to a design?
Mine are reclaimed materials, a module, and vegetation

Iteration
Evaluate Iterations

Iterate design to
come to a chosen
version

List of Considerations

Choose Iteration
Decision
+

Implementation
Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

framework for vegetated assemblies: masonry [material considerations]

a20

Decision Factor

Start

Masonry material
considerations
with plants

Masonry material Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

There are two main kinds of masonry including bricks, concrete masonry units, and stone.
These

two are different in that a

brick is typically fired clay, while a
stone is cut to shape.

Framework

both function in a similar manner

and

Analysis

for the purposes of the vegetated

No Plant

End

wall.

these walls can have vegetation di-

rectly applied, however they must
be maintained well. this means mor-

Topics on Masonry material

tar and other joints are not erod-

ed, giving rootlets other places to

Plant Species / Climbing Mechanism
Holdfasts, tendrils and rootlet plants can be applied
directly, twinning vines need secondary structure

attach other then the main surface.

rootlets are the most aggressive
method of attachment that vines can

have on walls. however, full vegetated walls with medium are a sep-

Condition of the Wall
poorly maintained masonry will be at risk with any kind of

material near or on the wall. all masonry and specifically the
mortar joints must be in well repair and plants groomed

arate layer from the main building
envelope and have internal layers
that protect the wall.

due to the fact, the walls that will

Orientation of the Wall

be considered here are vines on

species perform better based on the type of sun or

contemporary walls with many lay-

shade depending if this is in the morning or afternoon

walls in the traditional sense as
er do not run into these issues as
often.

walls should also consider:

Masonry material
usage in the
design or not

List of Considerations

structure
method of climbing
moisture
orientation
type of vegetated wall

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

type of masonry wall

load bearing, dry-stacked or veneer masonry walls
maintenance

framework for vegetated assemblies: non-masonry materials

a21

Decision Factor

Start

Non-masonry
examples with
plants

Non-Masonry Criteria
most of these considerations are

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

for wood and vinyl siding, typical

on many homes. masonry is one of
the most durable materials. this
means that the lifecycle and considerations that masonry could with-

stand, such as moisture and pests,
are now critical to the success of

Framework

these walls.

and

Analysis

No Plant

End

When

designing, it is incredibly im-

portant to understand the materials that go into the building enve-

lope, not only what comprises the
vegetated wall itself as the enve-

Topics for Non-Masonry Examples

lope is a comprehensive system.

Plant Species / Climbing Mechanism
Holdfasts, tendrils and rootlet plants cannot be applied directly, twinning vines need secondary structure

Some examples of anecdotal knowldge include:
most plants will not attach to glass
surfaces, even holdfasts.

Condition of the Wall
poorly maintained wall will allow pests and other undesirable
conditions to occur, wood can rot, metal can rust, and vinyl
can be cracked and separated over time.

rootlets will not grab well to met-

al, but holdfasts will adhere to
wood and painted metal. however,
rootlets will damage wood considerably in time.

Orientation of the Wall
species perform better based on the type of sun or
shade depending if this is in the morning or afternoon

consider the material for potential
moisture damage. this is especially
important for untreated metal and

wood as these will rust or rot. for
vinyl, the rootlets can work the
layers apart.

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

also with plants directly onto the

surface, bugs and animals will begin
to inhabit the surface. this can be
good or bad depending on the project and its intentions.

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

all of these considerations can and
are mitigated by routine and proper

maintenance. for example, over time
windows will need to be cleared of
vines, as in masonry.

framework for vegetated assemblies: decoration

a22

Decision Factor

Start

Plants as decoration before
performance

Decoration Criteria
these criteria are not meant to be

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

a deciding factor. instead understanding the purpose of the vege-

tated wall can help to inform design
decisions.

for example:

Framework

a decorative wall can be more var-

and

Analysis

No Plant

ied in its placement and plant spe-

End

cies. these walls are not necessarily meant to be low maintenance or
be stormwater catchment.

this can make the wall a more about

Topics for Decoration

a series of layers.

however the vegetated wall needs

Location:

Interior or the Exterior of the building or other
structure can lend itself to a type of use

to be considered as a part of an in-

tegrated building envelope. if the
wall is considered and add-on if the

money is there, then the wall will
not be as successful.

Usage:

interior uses are often more for decoration, as the main

performance-based functions of a vegetated system are found
in stormwater retention and shading of the building

this is the difference between decoration and decorative.

is an additive element after the
fact.

Maintenance:
Decorative plants often need more pruning and
watering than performance species. this is species based

Decoration

Decorative

is in its intent to

be integral to the design, but is not
necessarily structural.

in architecture this is considered

as ornament. this concept of more
or less ornament is what contributed to entire movements of archi-

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

tecture.

These

This

can lead into what is

called tectonics.

tectonics are often clear

and ordered, being consistent in

idea, and organization. In this sense,

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

what could be the architectonics of
the vegetated wall?

framework for vegetated assemblies: performance

a23

Decision Factor

Start

Plants as performance before
decoration

Performance Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

Moving from decorative and tectonics (A22), there is performance.
Performance

often has to do much

with the place or the site, climate
and micro-climates

Site

Framework
and

Analysis

can change the appropriate

qualities of the design in terms of

No Plant

both human and non-human design

End

factors. for example zoning requirements can begin to influence

different requirements for performance.

Topics for Performance

for example zoning can include other considerations of value systems
such as leed.

Location:

Interior or the Exterior of the building or other
structure can lend itself to a type of use

performance is not tied to these
requirements, but instead should be
beyond them, treating them as metrics and criteria, but not deciding

Usage:

processes for design.

the main performance-based functions of a vegetated system

are found in stormwater retention and shading of the building.
interior uses are often more for decoration.

these

questions

of

performance

can be begin to influence tectonics
as a vernacular or as local materi-

Maintenance:
this is species based. performance species often have
less maintenance than decorative plants.

als that become a part of the building envelope.

more pragmatic question of performance is the cost of a vegetated
walls.

This

often drives the proj-

ect, however the level of vegetat-

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

ed wall can drastically change this
question.

the

point

is

that

performance

should be balanced with decoration
as much as possible.

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

framework for vegetated assemblies: appendices visualization

a

a frame of mind
parts used in the framework during the design process

site design

pre-design

schematic

ideation

characteristic

criteria

representation

iteration

collection

choosing by

implementation studio method

advantages

color theory
hue decision factors
color mixture and composition
saturation
value
graphics

plant biology
plants species
native or non-native species
climbing mechanism
royal horticulture society
annual plant color diagrams
multiple species color diagram

design tactics
hand techniques

hand techniques

computer assisted

computer assisted

computer programs

computer programs
representation in architecture

representation in architecture
design criteria and prompt

masonry materials
other materials
decoration use
performance use

Criteria to Consider

framework for vegetated assemblies: framework for review

aa

Current Design Method

Start

Site Analysis
Pre-Design
Schematic
Appendices a1-a5,
associated tasks within

Recall Data Analysis
decision and options

Framework
Ideation
Define Project

Characteristic
Collection

Appendices a1-a5,
Color Theory
Plant Biology
Design Tactics

associated tasks within

Use appendices
as necessary

Appendices a2-a3,
associated tasks within

Consider
each

Appendices a4-a5,
Project
Criteria

Grower Plant Biology
Applied Color Theory
Design Tactics
Design Method
Purpose

Apply
Characteristics

associated tasks within

Choosing by
Advantages
Appendix a4,

Appendices combined
with expertise

associated tasks within

Representation

Iteration
Evaluate
Representation

Evaluate Iterations
Choose Iteration
Decision
+

Criteria to Consider

Implementation

Application of Designed Response

End

framework for vegetated assemblies: site analysis

ab

Decision Factor

Start

site design in
terms of
design

Site Analysis Criteria
where does the site end?

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

The

site is a combination of a num-

ber of factors and should not be
limited by the physical views or constraints of the site.

these non-physical considerations

Framework

are places that inspiration can be

and

Analysis

No Plant

drawn from to create order or ori-

End

entation within the site while maintain a reference to a larger architectural fabric.

Topics for Site Analysis
climatic concerns

Performed with pre-design
qualities of the physical site should always be done with
research work in pre-design as each informs the other

The

site has local conditions that

designs need to respond to be a
more complete design.

Climate

consider design constraints

Use the prompt or client desires to begin limiting the design,
this contextualizes the problem and allows for ideas to be
found in the boundaries of these conditions and limits

Context:

and weather also help to

determine which species and types
of plants that would be picked for
vegetated roofs and walls

surroundings, climate, time, historical context, and

the designed response

other topics can begin to contextualize the site

These two things combined make the
designed response.
The designed response reflects the

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

place that the project was designed
for rather than attempting to be
some universal answer to a very
specific place.

the designed response is reflec-

Implement in

tive of the environment in which it

design

placed.

iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

is designed for and subsequently

framework for vegetated assemblies: pre-design factors

ac

Decision Factor

Start

pre-design in
terms of
design

Pre-Design Criteria
This is the time to collect all of the
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

relevant information that you can
find to inform your design and the
process of the current work.

Preform

research, determine and

respect design constraints, determine and find available of appropri-

Framework

ate materials.

and

Analysis

No Plant

End

research can be done in design
practices,

typolo-

architectural

gies, specific architects that influ-

ence your work, building systems to
include.

Topics for Pre-Design
constraints

come

from

a

combi-

nation of the prompts or client
perform research

This is on topics related to or desired in the site

desires as well as constraints or
ideas or interests you bring to the
project as well.

analysis or prompt considerations

The prompt may ask

for you to design a space, but how
and what and why do you make that

acknowledge design constraints
this were found in the site analysis and a either physical site
restrictions or other restriction placed on the work by the
client or locality

designed response unique?

Materials

are often an appropri-

ate way to bring constraints to the
physical space and bring certain
meanings with them as a part of

Acknowledge available materials

The materials available are dependent on both the
location and the budget or client needs

their traditional usage.

Some

good

ones to start with are concrete,
wood, and metal

Some interesting architects:
Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

Alvar Aalto, Calatrava,
Glen Murcutt, Corbuiser,
Walter Gropius, Mies van der Rohe,
Daniel Libeskind, Richard Meier,
Norman Foster, Renzo Piano,
Luis Barragan, Legoretta,
Frank Lloyd Wright,
Louis Sullivan,
Buckminster Fuller,
and Josef Albers

framework for vegetated assemblies: schematic design

ad

Decision Factor

Start

Schematic design
in terms of
design

Schematic Design Criteria
Schematic
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

design is the method of

taking information and beginning to
make a designed response to the
site analysis and pre-design information gathering.

this means synthesizing information
and using experience, or intuition,

Framework

along with references to make an

and

Analysis

architectural intervention into a

No Plant

site.

End

this process of schematic design
uses

four

major

techniques

to

maintain a systematic approach to

Topics for Schematic Design

exploring and understanding a personal interaction with architecture

uses the next three topics jointly:
Ideation, Characteristic Collection, and Representation
to make the fourth: Iterations

Diagramming

is often translating ideas into sim-

ple representations on paper. these
can be refined of not, but are used

to get an idea out and begin to en-

exploration by doing

sketches, drawings, (plan, section, elevation), constructed

drawings, isometrics, models (both massing and structural), of
different versions or iterations

gage it on paper

Sketching
is not about literally recording

what is present on a site or thought,
but is about capturing the essence

Questions:

these drawings, models and methods as questions of the
design to understand and are not replicas of a final

of what an idea is in a more detailed
manner than a diagram. these are
often done in a sketchbook

Drawing

is how we as students of architec-

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

ture work through more and more
layer of complexity. drawings are
a set of standard types that help
others to understand our ideas at
certain scales.

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

Modeling
is done concurrently with all of the
other types of

2 dimensional repre-

sentation and are used to explore
questions that are not present in
drawings

framework for vegetated assemblies: ideation

ae

Decision Factor

Start

process of
ideation in terms
of design

Ideation Design Criteria
Ideas
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

can come from a variety of

sources; however

I have found that

ideas are often rooted in past experiences.

These

past experiences reveal top-

ics that we have been interested in

before, but then new or intriguing

Framework

ideas can come from the intersec-

and

Analysis

No Plant

tion of different topics.

End

we

use

these

experiences,

both

physical and metaphysical to understand the world around us.

Topics for Ideation

this is why visiting your site, or
talking to clients and others who
are familiar with similar work is

Ideas:

critical

gather ideas from the boundaries of other topics as the
overlaps make interesting questions for ideas

to

Gathering

the

design

process.

inspiration from multi-

ple sources:

Internet,

other peo-

ple with vegetated wall assemblies,
buildings with vegetated walls

Principles:

decide on primary and secondary design decisions and princi-

ples. what drives the design and what are supporting features
that will give way to the main idea?

These

past experiences will reveal

the principles that are used to organize and provide guidance for
projects.

these

experiences

are

rooted in interests or other that

Methods:

do not limit ideas for feasibility. unplausible ideas can
be made plausible with refinement through the process

are then applied lines of inquiry to
the larger profession
personally this translated to vegetated architecture as

I

have always

found plants and nature as an in-

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

teresting part of our lives.

Then

color theory was used to organize
the inquiry into these plants.

these then are applied to an area of
architecture: the building envelope

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

and how these interact with our ex-

perience of architecture, resulting
in the study of vegetated assemblies
such as green walls and roofs

framework for vegetated assemblies: characteristic collection

af

Decision Factor

Start

Characteristic
collection in
design

Characteristic collection Criteria
This
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

collection of characteristics

was hinted at in previous sections,
and starts with understanding a hi-

erarchy of topics or ideas and how
they respond to the site conditions
and intent.

Framework

Main Topic

and

Analysis

typologies or general topics or

No Plant

End

considerations of architecture:
typology examples

library, school, museum, etc

Topics for Characteristic Collection

general topics

light, structure, environment,
ritual, movement, threshold,

main topic:

nature (plants), etc

characteristics of the typology being used to influence
the main design features

Secondary topics:

other topics and their characteristics that are used in refer-

ence to the main topic.

For example color theory ass it relates

to vegetated assemblies

Ideas
form,

Secondary Topics

or topics that influence, inor limit the main topic but do

not supersede it as designed results

are in reference to the main topic.

these topics are often sub-areas of
larger topics, for example color

Characteristics of the site and from pre-design
these topics are more pragmatic and help to inform the

thoery as a part of color or graphics.

implementation of the ideas

Designed Response
using the site and the main topics to
inform each other.

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

this makes the design of a place and

in its place, rather than designed
from a far.

having the site and the conditions

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

such as climate then to help fur-

ther define the typology or main
qualities that are present in the designed response.

framework for vegetated assemblies: project criteria

ag

Decision Factor

Start

Project Criteria
in
design

Project Criteria
This
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

is the criteria that is defined

from the prompt or from the client

This

list is in no way all-inclusive,

Things

but:

that can be included in a

project or could be considered:

Framework

light

and

Analysis

sound

No Plant

End

stairs
passive design
nature
form
function

Topics for Project Criteria

wood
metals
history

object:

this is the thing that is being designed and the charac-

vegetation
topography

teristics that are associated with it

active design
essence
moisture

subject:
the person that is designing or contributing to the design of

the object. this includes the processes that are used to design
the object or project at hand

matter:

the characteristics or properties of the design independent of the form of the project

wind
loading
ecosystems

These can be grouped into areas as
general topics:
urban design
sustainable design
context
site

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

climate
client needs
program
programme
community involvement
technology

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

building technologies
materials
structure
code
other regulations

framework for vegetated assemblies: representation

ah

Decision Factor

Start

Representation
in
design

Representation Criteria
This
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

is not and exhaustive list of

what to consider in representation:

Different

levels of representation

and refinement:

diagramming, drawing

Views:

Framework
and

Analysis

eye-level, ariel, worm’s-eye,

distortion, view framing, vignettes,

No Plant

view or drawing combinations, com-

End

posites and simultaneous views

Modeling: massing, contextual,
light, atmospheric, contrast
Topics for Representation

editing

understanding negative space, se-

Methods:
conventional drawings, view selection, modeling,
editing, diagramming, media manipulation
Context:
representation is different in different periods of time and is
the result of our past experiences and our steps toward
mastery of technique

lection,

transparency,

skeleton

projections, disassemlbies, and explodametrics

Diagramming is used to explain abstraction, symbols, relationships,
classifications, hierarchy, dynamics
or movement, transformations and
processes
the framework is an example of an

In Design:
This is the process of seeing, thinking, communication,
of dimensions, and explorations

extensive process diagramming

Computer
analog and digital techniques and
programs have different uses and
needs

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

Composition
look

design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

competitions

and

other

boards and other multi-use drawings

Implement in

at

methods to see how to compose

framework for vegetated assemblies: iteration

ai

Decision Factor

Start

Iteration
in
design

Iteration Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

Iterations are variants of ideas that
can be based on similar ideas, but
have different methods of expression. not all building, cars, even
pens, look the same. Further, not
all of the designed objects in our
world are made with some sort of
revision or alterations.

Framework
and

Analysis

No Plant

these systematic changes to a de-

End

sign in response to different criteria make our series of iterations.

The
Topics for Iteration

process of iterating is critical
to the design process.

this means that a design is not op-

timized as a final solution. for that

Visualization

Rapidly create models and sketches to help visualize the

matter design is not a problem to be
solved, but rather a process to be
explored.

project and object of design

iterating is a cyclical process that

Refine

Refine sketches and model making, while considering design
elements and factors completed in the site analysis and
pre-design phases

helps designs to not only discover,
but then refine and then understand

what is important in a design, how it
can be improved, or how ideas can
be combined or altered as desired.

Parameter
Iterate on stronger ideas by combining ideas as found
appropriate

This

requires

that

we

visualize

something, a designed response in
our mind, bringing together information from a number of sources
together.

Then,

with this informa-

tion you begin to represent these

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

ideas to others.

this requires that we have some
method for making decisions about
our designs.

This

can be done us-

ing the pre-design ideas, desired

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

characteristics,

project

criteria,

or other broader methods such as
choosing by advantages.

framework for vegetated assemblies: evaluating iterations

aj

Decision Factor

Start

Evaluating
Iteration in
design

Evaluation Criteria
the process of evaluation is based

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

in creating the designed response
depending on what sort of ideas you
have and what site and context or

climate you have, certain designs

are more appropriate. this is what

Framework

makes a designed response more

and

informed design.

Analysis

compelling than a distanced and un-

No Plant

End

since it would be nearly impossible
to determine what to evaluate by,
here is an example:

Topics for Evaluating Iterations

pen and the pencil:
pen: ink, permanent line and dark

Iterations and criteria

color

Review the iterations for each ability to meet the needs

pencil: graphite, non-permanent line

of the idea and of the prompt

and

Decision:
Decide on stronger iterations vs. weaker ones, gather needed
feedback from the parties involved or from the idea that is
informing the project

, grey color

Depending on the needs of the situation, a positive attribute might be
less helpful later.
permanent ink might be a problem if

i need to erase, but i might enjoy to

Method:

Choosing by advantages is a qualitative assessment

permanent nature of the ink in how
it helps me design.

method for iterations using context of the object

Pens

do not work in space without

some kind of pressurization. pencils

can be used in space, however the

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

graphite can cause fires in high oxygen environments.

The colors of lines vary by type of
ink and graphite type, so it is up to
preference and need.
The

situation or context helps to

determine the better course of design each time. using the same design for every situation can cause
issues.

framework for vegetated assemblies: choosing iterations

ak

Decision Factor

Start

Choosing
Iteration
in design

Choosing Iteration Criteria
now that the evaluation criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

are chosen, now iterations can be
reduced or combined to meet our

ideas, context and necessity for the
designed response

These
Framework

useful or appropriate iterations.

and

Analysis

three things have a certain

hierarchy that can help to choose

No Plant

End

the ideal is the first layer. does the
idea or the design meet the consid-

erations as you and the prompt or
project were defined?

Topics for Choosing Iterations

if iteration meet the ideas or concepts you have chosen as the
designer:

Ideal
does the design meet the idea and its characteristics as
you have desired?

these ideas begin to be refined or
removed based on the context and
conditions of the site.

This

does

not mean looking for negatives, but

Context
what is the design attempting to do against what it is asking

to do? one design that work well one time might not fit in a
different context or place or set of conditions

rather discovering what works, or
what can be changed to perform or
respond better

This is where choosing by advantagNecessity or aesthetic

es becomes useful in understanding

spond to the conditions as a designed response?

ing on the context a iteration may be

what did the situation call for and does the design re-

what is positive in each, as dependmore or less appropriate at a time.

if after context of the site multiple
iteration exist, the necessity of the

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

designs can be reviewed.

Basically,

it might be meeting standards or re-

quirements, but is the project going
beyond the minimum and is it aesthetically pleasing?

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

While there is a hierarchy or order
of considering each iterations, it is
the balance of all of these that allow an iteration to be chosen for
further refinement and review.

framework for vegetated assemblies: implementation

al

Decision Factor

Start

Implementation
in design

Implementation Criteria
implementation

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

is

not

mindlessly

producing drawings or other representations. the ideas are still being reviewed and refined

Topics

of the project are building

on each other during the whole

process, while still looking for

Framework

how an idea can begin to take form.

and

Analysis

No Plant

End

While

drawing is critical to the

representation and design process,
they need the third dimension, thus
modeling.

Topics for Implementation

These

models ask a question of the

project and are not made to simply

Model:
make low fidelity prototypes, in order to consider form
in three dimensions

present conditions.

These

models

look at connections and volume of
space to gain greater understanding of a design
this process uses the interaction of

Circular Process:

Consider iteration phase again after gathering more
information from building models. this allows for the refine-

drawing and modeling and how each
informed the other to begin to find
areas for improvement.

ment of ideas

over time, these different models
and drawings become more refined

Re-consider

Consider original design decisions and principles, and
see if they are consistent or have changed then build it

as each are informed by the other
when looking at a single iteration

After

re-considering

the

design

individually, peer review and client

review are sued to define and refine

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

the designed response and representations

From

these critiques, once a proj-

ent,

models

ect is complete or it is time to pres-

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

and

representations

are made of the refined and implemented iteration.

framework for vegetated assemblies: choosing by advantages

am

Decision Factor

Start

Choosing by
advantages
in design
choosing by advantages

This
Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

process allows the design-

er to revisit or review iterations
by combining positive attributes or
characteristics and make a funda-

mentally new iteration for review in
the design process

The

Framework
and

Analysis

iterations are reviewed as the

sum of their parts not as individual
characteristics isolated from the

No Plant

iteration.

End

individual characteristics are reviewed and selected based on the
site and other contexts so that

Topics for Choosing by advantages

they are based in reference rather
than indivudal performance

criteria
list the criteria that is needed both by the prompt and
by the desires of the designer

This

must be grounded in relevant

and useful or purposeful facts and
reference on the basis of relative
degrees

of

positiveness,

rather

than one being a negative to others.

by advantages

This means that iterations are selected for the positive attributes they have to the design, rather than eliminating ones that
have negative result, things are simply more positive

The

reference of relevant charac-

teristics or factors in design makes
sure that large abstractions are
not inherently selected over more
pragmatic solutions.

implement or combine
ideas can be selected as a whole or can be combined to
see if the advantages of each can be increased together

This is why it is important to include
not only the individual designer, but
also other designers and then the
client or other interested parties
as they can explain and provide in-

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

List of Considerations

sight into the importance or positive nature of possible attributes
or selected characteristics.

in summary this method is to remove
the assumption that certain meth-

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

ods, characteristics or criteria are

not inherently superior, but that
each has positive attributes based

on the context of the design intentions and the individual iteration.

framework for vegetated assemblies: studio method

an

Decision Factor

Start

The Studio
Method
in design

Studio Method Criteria

Check Design Vegetated
Assembly

List of Considerations

Main ideas from experiencing studio
in the bauhaus method at VT:
Both

the students and the facul-

ty share in the development of the
studio culture

This

Framework
and

Analysis

culture is conducive to disci-

plined work that melds different
aspects of experience

No Plant

End

Time and space are required to give
designers adequate conditions to
explore the discipline

Topics for the Studio Method

Discussion, writing, representation, and making are integral to the
design process

students
work as part of a discipline and seek to understand
techniques and methods for the future

Students

are

self-reliant

with

peers for support, and designs are
self-driven with criticism

a permanent place
studio serves as a place that a student can safely explore and

make.

This is a personal desk that is available at all times as the
design process is neither linear nor constant

A line of inquiry is established from
work, not final, discrete projects
Faculty

members are mentors that

all students can engage with
community
students and the professors work together to learn
and move forward together in the context of design

A routine of supplemental lectures
to infuse ideas into the studio

Develop a question or line of inquiry for life engagement in the profession

Choose Wall
type and plant
specie(s)

Implement in
design
iterate with main
framework

Criteria to Consider

List of Considerations

Students

and young professionals

are the continuation of the discipline

All students have potential to drive
the discipline.
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Start
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